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which reason there is often the appearance of concen- I RECOVERY OF SILVER RESIDUES. 

I tric or eccentric lines or curves about the nucleus. 
These are very conspicuous in some starches for ex- I THE residues are converted into silver chloride re
ample in that of the potato, but difficultly vi�ible on I duced with iron and dilute hydrochloric acid and 

I many. In the latter case they are rendered distinct washed until the chlorine reaction disappears. The 
only by application of reagents that cause the grains silver, containing a little iron, is dissolved in pure 
to swell. On many others, perhaps the majority, con- nitric acid, the smaller portion is precipitated with boil
centric markings are not demonstrable at all. ing soda lye, and the precipitate is washed until a part 
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THE results of a large number of experiments have 
led the author.to the conclusion that soap can be easi
ly and accurately analyzed by means of volumetric 
methods. Olive oil soap, for example, is examined in 
the following way _ ten grms. of soap are dissolved in 
100 cbc of strong alcohol on the water bath, 1 he so-
lution immediately saturated with carbonic acid, in Th' I d' 

. . . 
order to take up the free alkali, and the insoluble sodi- IS sp en Id work cO!ltams a careful <;omp�latIOn 
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• is thus found, and its amount obtained as sodium h Il t  
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